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Minimum:

OS: WINDOWS® 7, 8.1, 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4460, AMD FX™-6300, or better
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DirectX: Version 11
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Additional Notes: *Xinput support Controllers recommended *Internet connection required for game activation. (Network
connectivity uses Steam® developed by Valve® Corporation.)
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So far so good. Not a diehard MotoGP fan tbh, so take that for what it's worth, but moved from MotoGP 15 to this and enjoyed
the time so far. Graphics, controls, multiplayer and the total career package look promising. I will update the review as I play
more, but as of now it gets a thumbs up from me.. Boring... Kinda storyless... Simple though... It was cheap though... You have
to really love top down I guess.... Length : About 15 hours.

Last episode of the serie. Haru became Hal again and one of the musics has a loop issue. Besides that, it's good.

Story-wise, hem... in episode 2, Hagana was replaced by Chris and later, Chris was replaced by Eleanor. And now in this
episode 3, Eleanor has been replaced by... Marco. It's a kinetic novel so you can't choose your heroine. But Marco wasn't bad.
Dayum the cute boys.

Now that I finished reading the three episodes, well, what can I say ? There's an obvious parallel between the story progression
and the stocks movements : it goes up, then down, then up, then down and so on. The story ends up on an "Up" so no bad end, if
you were worried.

"Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned" as they say. It's scary how a movie brought about the end of the world.

I still feel like the trip outside the city in episode 2 was the best scene of the trilogy. The banter was well paced and well witten
and it really felt like the story was on the Moon for the first time.
Eleanor had a lot of impact and I liked her the most for her quick-wits but objectively, Chris was the best heroine of the three
and her last scene was very powerful. But, also objectively speaking, Chris' insertion and role in the time lapse between Episode
1 and 2 felt odd and forced. Hagana barely qualifies just because of her screentime.
If that was a classic VN with choices, I certainly wouldn't have gone the Hagana route first.
I would totally have chosen Marco and crossdressed the crap out of him.

I would have liked a Barton side story.

All in all, I enjoyed the ride but I'm still none the wiser regarding short selling, options, margin buying and whatnot despite all
the explanations.

Do I recommend it ? Yes. On discount, as always, because buying for cheap is the rule of the stock market.. The game looks
very good graphicaly! I bought it to continue my F1 carrer since F1 2010!
The carrer mode looks interesting and the menu , the interviews are things that are missing in F1 2012!
I recommend it if you are a die hard F1 fan!
My rating 0/10 is  8.5 . Sharing the comics you make is fun
10\/10. Great game for kids! Fun for grownups too :). Part of a series, this continuation is on par with the others.
A bit on the simplistic side, with some puzzles thrown in with the usual hidden object games, if you're intermediate and above,
this will be a quick game. It has some extras thrown in... Games to play with your dog if you complete all the puzzles and find
all the little dog metals. Concept art, wall papers, stuff like that.
All in all, it's a nice little addition to the series but not something one would strain their brain on.. Great time passer. Totally
worth the cost!. Harder than Dark Souls.

things break, people die. endlessly. it's a nightmare.
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Uniball's an odd one. It was a little-known, but much loved home of online multiplayer skill-based future sports, with a lot of
potential. Pretty much the Rocket League of its time, minus the money. It was, in many ways, terribly run, and didn't actually
live up to its potential most of the time - but still, the game itself was designed well and controlled well, and the good times were
awesome enough to make it a game that, while not regularly played, never left my hard drive.

Being realistic about things, this new version probably isn't going to be much different, though the fact that there's a new version
at all (and that it's on Steam) is pretty respectable in itself, and maybe we'll see other interesting updates from here. Whatever
happens with it, the gameplay is still strong and I recommend checking it out. Maybe you'll fall into the regular crowd, maybe
you'll be one of the outsiders waiting for the good games, or maybe you'll just appreciate it as a curiosity and wonder why you'd
never heard of it back when it was revolutionary.. I like the asthetic. It's a combination of the pixel art you would see in 80s
8-bit games, and the neon vector art you would see on the boxes\/posters\/cabinets of 80s games. As such there is a slight
mismatch of styles on the same screen, but nevertheless it is pretty.

I find the single player mode to be too difficult for me, even on easy. Clearly the game was designed for 2 or more players. The
only way I could imagine this sort of gameplay working for a single player game is with an AI companion.

I am looking forward to inviting some friends over to play it together.. Game freezes on 2nd race, have to force restart my
computer to get out of it. Noice.. 18 minutes well spent.

2D shoot stuff. (whole game).. Fun for passing time and has a good soundtrack from one of my favorite artists. I've already
gotten used to it and can beat 1:20 on expert consistently, but the difficulty spike is nuts in this game. The transition between
each level is drastic, and it will take a while to get used to the next difficulty and I kind of like that.. Its fun if you like miniscule
player databases and a♥♥♥♥♥♥load of wanna-be FaZe clan members trickshotting in every search and destroy match.
Otherwise use this money to puchase a pair of shoes and save yourself from this garbage.
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